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A B S T R A C T
Large area silicon pixel trackers are currently under development for the High Luminosity upgrade of the LHC
detectors. They are also foreseen for the detectors proposed for the future high energy Compact Linear Collider
CLIC. For the CLIC tracker a single hit resolution of 7 μm, a timing resolution of a few nanoseconds and a
material budget of 1–2 % of radiation length per detection layer are required. Integrated CMOS technologies
are promising candidates to reduce the cost, facilitate the production and to achieve a low material budget.
CMOS sensors with a small size of the collection electrode benefit from a small sensor capacitance, resulting
in a large signal to noise ratio and a low power consumption.
The Investigator is a test-chip developed for the ALICE Inner Tracking System upgrade, implemented in a
180 nm CMOS process with a small collection electrode on a high resistivity epitaxial layer. The Investigator
has been produced in different process variants: the standard process and a modified process, where an
additional N-layer has been inserted to obtain full lateral depletion. This paper presents a comparison of
test-beam results for both process variants, focuses on spatial and timing resolution as well as efficiency
measurements.
1. Introduction
The Compact Linear Collider, CLIC, is a future option for a linear
electron-positron collider in the post-LHC era at CERN [1–4]. CLIC is
intended to reach a centre-of-mass energy of up to 3 TeV. To achieve
high precision measurements, stringent requirements are imposed on
the CLIC detector [5]. A single point resolution of 7 μm and a material
budget of 1−2 % X0 per layer are needed for the tracker. Furthermore,
a hit time resolution of a few nanoseconds is required, to suppress out-
of-time background from beam–beam interactions [6]. To address these
requirements, a large area silicon tracker with a surface of approxi-
mately 140m2 is proposed for the CLIC detector. Different technologies
are currently under investigation in a broad silicon detector R&D pro-
gramme. In particular monolithic technologies are attractive candidates
for the tracker in view of large surface and low material budget.
The ALPIDE chip, a fully monolithic pixel-chip, has been developed
for the ALICE Inner Tracking System (ITS) upgrade [7] in a 180 nm
CMOS process with a small collection electrode. The Investigator is an
analogue test-chip produced using the same underlying process as for
the ALPIDE chip. The Investigator pixel layout has been designed to
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minimise the sensor capacitance to a few fF [8]. In this way, a low
analogue power consumption, a low noise and a large signal to noise
ratio can be achieved. The original process used for the ALPIDE chip has
been modified to achieve full lateral depletion of the sensor volume [9].
Both process variants have been studied and a comparison of the results
is presented in this paper.
To study the Investigator performance, various test-beam campaigns
have been performed at the CERN SPS, using the CLICdp Timepix3
telescope [10]. The chip calibration as well as its noise characteristics
are described in detail elsewhere [11], where also a more detailed
description of the test-beam setup and reconstruction is presented. This
paper focuses on the comparison of test-beam results for the standard
and modified process.
2. Investigator chip
The Investigator chip consists of several sections with different pixel
layouts, so called mini-matrices. Several geometrical and electronics
parameters have been changed for the various pixel layouts, aiming
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Fig. 1. Schematics (not to scale) of the small collection electrode 180 nm CMOS process used for the fabrication of the Investigator chip in the standard process (left) and the
modified process (right). The schematic (colour online) represents one unit cell of the periodic pixel matrix. The yellow lines mark the relevant pn junctions. The white lines illustrate
the edges of the depleted regions, showing the partial depletion of the standard process and the full lateral depletion of the modified process.
at an optimisation of the efficiency as well as spatial and timing
resolution. Each mini-matrix consists of 10 × 10 pixels, with the 8 × 8
innermost pixels being read out.
Schematics of the studied small collection electrode 180 nm CMOS
processes are presented in Fig. 1. Geometrical parameters of the pixel
design are marked. A small sized N-type collection electrode, separated
from a P-well containing the CMOS circuitry, is implemented on a high
resistivity (1−8 kΩcm) P-type epitaxial layer. For the standard process
(left sketch in Fig. 1) a small junction is created around the collection
electrode. For the modified process (right sketch in Fig. 1) an N-layer is
inserted, such that a deep planar junction is created that extends over
the full size of the pixel.
A bias voltage is applied to terminals in the P-wells and connected
via non-depleted regions at the matrix edges to the backside of the
chip. When applying a negative bias voltage, a depleted region starts to
extend from the junctions. To avoid breakdown in the NMOS transistor,
we limit the absolute bias voltage to 6 V [8]. Due to the small junction
and the limited bias voltage the depletion in the standard process is
restricted to regions around the collection electrode, while a full lateral
depletion can be achieved for the modified process [9].
Each pixel contains a source follower which is located inside the
P-wells and converts the charge Q on the diode capacitance C to a
voltage 𝑈 = 𝑄∕𝐶, as shown in Fig. 2. As a consequence, a particle
traversing the sensor manifests itself in a drop of the measured voltage
below the pedestal. This voltage drop is relatively large due to the small
size of the collection electrode and the resulting small capacitance of
the N-well collection diode. Hence, less power is needed to amplify the
signal, resulting in a relatively low power consumption. The output of
the source follower of each pixel is connected to a dedicated output
buffer at the periphery with a rise time of 10 ns. Due to a limited number
of output buffers in the periphery of the Investigator, only one mini-
matrix can be read out at a time. The studies presented in this paper
have been performed for a mini-matrix with a pitch size of 28 μm.
3. INVROS readout system
The Investigator is an analogue test-chip, without any digital logic.
Therefore, a dedicated readout system, the INVROS (INvestigator Read-
Out System), has been designed to record the full analogue data for each
pixel [12]. The INVROS uses one Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC)
channel per readout pixel, sampling the pixel front end output with a
frequency of 65 MHz and 14-bit resolution (AD9249 [13]). If a voltage
drop below an adjustable triggering threshold value has been observed by
the readout system in at least one pixel, the full frame of the amplitudes
of the 8 × 8 read out pixels gets recorded by the INVROS.
Fig. 2. Simplified single pixel schematic.
4. Test-beam telescope setup
Test-beam measurements have been performed in the H6 beam line
of the CERN SPS using a beam of positively charged hadrons with a
momentum of 120 GeV. The CLICdp Timepix3-telescoped [10] has been
used for particle tracking. With this telescope, a track impact point
resolution on the Device Under Test (DUT) of ∼2μm and a track timing
resolution on the DUT of ∼1 ns have been achieved.
5. Reconstruction of test-beam data
An offline correction has been applied to filter out common mode
noise contributions from the Investigator data [11]. Then, a search for
a particle hit is performed for each pixel by comparing the difference
in amplitude of each readout sample to the third successive readout
sample, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The signal is defined as the difference of the mean amplitude before
and after a particle hit and the noise is defined for each pixel in
each event as the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the fluctuations of the
measured amplitude around the pedestal. An analysis threshold has been
applied with respect to the noise for each pixel. This analysis threshold
can be significantly lower than the triggering threshold during data
taking due to the offline correction of the common mode noise. For
pixels with a signal higher than the analysis threshold, a constant




constant, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡
constant + signal ⋅ (e−(t − t hit )∕t rise − 1), 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 > 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑡.
(1)
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Fig. 3. Procedure to find a first estimate of the hit time.
Fig. 4. Fit to single pixel waveform and definition of timing observables.
is fitted to the sampled single pixel waveforms to obtain the timing
observables, as depicted in Fig. 4.
Clustering is performed, combining all adjacent pixels exceeding the
analysis threshold into a cluster. The cluster position is reconstructed
using charge interpolation and 𝜂-correction [14], to correct for non-
linear charge sharing effects. The time of the reconstructed hits is
defined as the hit time of the earliest pixel. The time of the track
is calculated as the mean time of all hits on the telescope planes
associated with the track.
A reconstructed Investigator hit is matched to a reconstructed tele-
scope track, if their spatial separation is smaller than 100 μm. Moreover,
the Investigator hit and telescope track need to be within the 10 μs
time window of one event, to be matched together. Tracks passing
through the outer half of the outermost active pixels of the matrix are
discarded. The remaining region on the Investigator chip is referred to
Table 1




Collection electrode size 2
Thickness epitaxial layer 25
Overall thickness 100
Table 2
Threshold values, recorded statistics and measured noise values for both
process variants [11].
Process Analysis Triggering #roi-tracks Noise [e−]
threshold [e−] threshold [e−]
Standard 40 126 25,660 8
Modified 51 179 24,260 10
in the following as region of interest (roi) and tracks passing through
that region are referred to as roi-tracks.
6. Test-beam results
Results of the standard and modified process are presented for the
geometrical parameters specified in Table 1.
Unless mentioned otherwise, the threshold values listed in Table 2
have been applied. All data has been recorded at a bias voltage of −6V.
The measured noise values at this bias voltage after the application of
an offline common mode noise filter are also listed in Table 2.
6.1. Charge sharing
The amount of charge shared between neighbouring pixels (charge
sharing) is affected by the position where the particle passes through
the pixel cell. This can be attributed to geometrical effects and vari-
ations of the electric field and depleted regions over the pixel cell.
Since the geometrical parameters for the study of the standard and
modified process are the same, the impact of the different electric field
distributions in the sensor for the different processes can be assessed
by investigating the dependence of the number of pixels in a cluster
(cluster size) on the position of the track within the pixel cell. This in-
pixel cluster size distribution is shown for the standard and modified
process in Fig. 5. Significantly more charge sharing can be observed
for the standard compared with the modified process. This is most
evident at the pixel edges and corners, where the standard process
is not fully depleted, consistent with the illustration of the depleted
region in Fig. 1. A contribution of cluster sizes larger than four can be
observed in the pixel edges and corners of the standard process, that
can be explained by large spread of the charge via diffusion [11].
As visible in Fig. 6, the charge sharing from diffusion in the standard
process introduces a stronger correlation of the X cluster size on the
Fig. 5. Total cluster size (colour online) within the pixel cell for the standard process (left) and for the modified process (right).
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Fig. 6. In-pixel representation of the cluster size in X (colour online) for the standard process (left) and the modified process (right).
Fig. 7. Spatial residual distributions in X and Y dimension of the pixel matrix for the standard process (left) and for the modified process (right).
Y-coordinate of the track intercept (and vice versa). As discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2, this correlation is not taken into account in the reconstruction
of the hit position and might thus degrade the spatial resolution.
6.2. Spatial resolution
Due to the increased charge sharing for the standard process more
information is available that can be used for the position reconstruc-
tion. The spatial residual distribution is calculated as the difference
between the track intercept position on the Investigator and the recon-
structed cluster position and is presented in Fig. 7 for the standard and
modified process.
A broader distribution has been measured for the modified process,
consistent with the reduced charge sharing. Note that the thresholds
are not exactly the same in units of electrons, since a fixed multiplicity
of five times the noise has been selected for the analysis. The noise is
slightly higher for the modified process due to a slightly higher pixel
input capacitance. A relative difference of ∼20% of the input pixel
capacitance between the two process variants has been measured using
the spectrum extracted from 55Fe measurements [11].
Calculating the central RMS of the residual distributions on a range







using a telescope resolution of 𝜎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑒=1.8 μm [10]. As visible in Fig. 7, the
residual distributions have a Gaussian shape at low threshold values.
However, at high threshold values the contributions from different clus-
ter sizes lead to a non-Gaussian double peak structure in the residual
distributions [11]. For this reason the 𝑅𝑀𝑆99.7 has been used for the
calculation of the resolution instead of the width of a Gaussian fit to the
residual distributions. The residual distribution has been restricted to a
range containing 99.7% of the statistics to not be sensitive to outliers.
Fig. 8. Resolution in X and Y direction for different analysis thresholds.
The resolution for different analysis threshold values is presented
in Fig. 8. The stated statistical uncertainties have been calculated
by fluctuating the statistics of each bin of the residual distribution
according to a Poisson distribution.
Especially at low threshold values the spatial resolution for the
modified process is degraded with respect to the standard process.
At very low threshold values the resolution of the standard process
degrades again, which might be either attributed to noise or to the
observed correlation of the X/Y cluster size with the other coordinate of
the track intercept position inside the pixel cell. This is not taken into
account when reconstruction is performed separately in X and Y. An
optimal spatial resolution of ∼3μm is reached for the standard process,
significantly better than the ∼4μm in the modified process.
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Fig. 9. Cluster signal (left) and seed signal (right) distribution for a bias voltage of −6V.
Fig. 10. Efficiency versus analysis threshold. The error bars correspond to the statistical
uncertainties, as described in the text.
6.3. Signal and efficiency
The sum of the signal of all pixels in a cluster (cluster signal) is
presented in the left plot of Fig. 9. The cluster signal distribution of the
standard and modified process is very similar: this shows that there is
no lack of charge collection in the non-depleted regions of the standard
process.
The highest single pixel signal (seed signal, see right plot in Fig. 9)
is however slightly lower for the standard process since more charge is
shared with the neighbouring pixels. Consequently, the efficiency of the
standard process starts to drop at lower threshold values, as visible in
Fig. 10, resulting in a larger efficient operation window for the modified
process.
At threshold values below ≲ 350 𝑒−, an efficiency of 99.2% ± 0.1(stat.)
% has been measured for both processes.
A statistically significant lack of efficiency, at 99.2%, is observed
at low threshold values. The seed signal is reduced by charge sharing
such that the lowest seed signal is expected for tracks that pass through
the pixel corners. The uniform distribution of the efficiency within the
pixel cell presented in Fig. 11 shows that the reduced efficiency for low
threshold values cannot be attributed to a cut of the applied thresholds
into the low energy tail of the seed signal distributions. Moreover,
the homogeneous measurement of the efficiency across the pixel ma-
trix (Fig. 12) shows, that the efficiency loss cannot be attributed to
performance variations across the pixel matrix.
Possible explanations for this slight loss of efficiency could be fluctu-
ations of the pedestal values that are used to calculate the signal height
or issues of the data acquisition, such as random losses of generated
trigger signals.
6.4. Timing
The timing residual is defined as the separation in time between the
reconstructed Investigator hit and the associated track and is presented
in Fig. 13 for both process variants. To obtain the timing resolution,
a Gaussian function is fitted to the timing residual on a range that
contains 99.7% of all statistics. The timing resolution 𝜎𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 is extracted






unfolding the timing resolution of the telescope 𝜎𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒,𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑒 = 1.1 ns [10]. A
better timing resolution is expected for the modified process compared
to the standard process due to the higher electric field in the sensor
of the modified process [11]. This has been observed with a timing
resolution of 5 ± 0.3 ns for the modified and 6 ± 0.5 ns for the standard
process, but the measurement precision is limited by the 65MHz of the
ADCs.
The time taken by the signal of the seed pixel to rise from 10% up
to 90% of its total amplitude (𝑇10− 90) is presented in Fig. 14, showing
Fig. 11. In-pixel representation of the efficiency (colour online) for the standard process (left) and the modified process (right).
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Fig. 12. Efficiency over the pixel matrix (colour online) for the standard process (left) and the modified process (right). The white dashed lines mark the borders of a pixel cell.
Fig. 13. Timing residual distribution for the standard process (left) and the modified process (right). The red dashed lines mark the Gaussian fits.
a significantly delayed peak at ∼ 30 ns for the standard process, consis-
tent with the slower charge collection in the non-depleted regions. This,
as well as the observed width and tails of the time the signal takes to
rise from 10% up to 90% of its total amplitude, might affect the timing
resolution for technologies with an on-chip threshold and needs to be
studied in more detail for a fully integrated chip in this technology.
7. Conclusions and outlook
A comparative study of two different CMOS process variants with
a small collection electrode has been presented. The analogue perfor-
mance of the laterally non-fully depleted standard process has been
compared to the fully laterally depleted modified process for a pixel size
of 28 μm and an epitaxial layer thickness of 25 μm. Significantly more
charge sharing has been measured for the standard process than for
the modified process, as expected from the non-depleted regions in the
pixel edges and corners present in the standard process. The enhanced
charge sharing for the standard process has several implications for the
performance. The spatial resolution of down to ∼3μm for the standard
process is significantly smaller than for the modified process, where a
spatial resolution down to ∼4μm has been achieved. A smaller efficient
operation window has been measured for different threshold values for
the standard process, since the charge sharing reduces the seed signal,
such that the efficiency of the standard process drops at lower threshold
values.
The measured timing resolution of ≲ 6 ns for both processes is
limited by the sampling frequency of the readout system used. A signif-
icantly slower rise time of ∼30 ns has been measured for the standard
process compared with the modified process (∼18 ns). The slower rise
time can affect the accuracy of the arrival time measurement in future
fully integrated chips built in this technology, where the analogue
waveform is digitised on-chip. Moreover, more refined measurements
Fig. 14. T10− 90 time distribution for the standard process (black) and the modified process
(red).
are needed, where the sampling frequency is not limiting the measured
timing resolution.
Overall, the standard process is favourable in view of spatial reso-
lution, while the modified process is favourable for faster charge col-
lection and a larger window for efficient operation at higher threshold
values.
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